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As Tom Dudley took his turn on watch, he looked with horror on the bodies of his crew. As Tom Dudley took his turn on watch, he looked with horror on the bodies of his crew. 

Their ribs and hip bones were already showing through their wasting flesh. There were angry, ulcerating sores on

their elbows, knees and feet, their lips were cracked and their tongues blackened and swollen.

They had continued to live on the turtle-flesh for a week, even though some of the fat became putrid in the fierce

heat. Tom cut out the worst parts and threw them overboard, but they devoured the rest, and when the flesh was

finished they chewed the bones and leathery skin.

They ate the last rancid scraps of it on the evening of 17 July. Tom looked at the others. ‘If no boat comes soon,

something must be done …’

On 5 July 1884 the yacht Mignonette set sail from Southampton bound for Sydney. Halfway through their voyage,

Captain Tom Dudley and his crew of three men were beset by a monstrous storm off the coast of Africa. 

After four days of battling towering seas and hurricane gales, their yacht was finally crushed by a ferocious forty-

foot wave.

The survivors were cast adrift a thousand miles from the nearest landfall in an open thirteen-foot dinghy, without

provisions, water or shelter from the scorching sun. When, after twenty-four days, they were finally rescued by a
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passing yacht, the Moctezuma, only three men were left and they were in an appalling condition. 

The ordeal they endured and the trial that followed their eventual return to England held the whole nation — from

the lowliest ship’s deckhand to Queen Victoria herself — spellbound during the following winter.

From yellowing newspaper files, personal letters and diaries, and first-person accounts of the principals, Neil

Hanson has pieced together the extraordinary tale of Captain Tom Dudley, the Mignonette and her crew. Their

routine voyage culminated in unimaginable hardship and horror, during which the survivors of the storm had to

make some impossible decisions. This is the true story of the voyage and the subsequent court case that outlawed for

ever a practice followed since men first put to the ocean in boats: the custom of the sea.
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"Neil Hanson is that rare beast - a popular historian who never talks down to his readers. Clearly and engagingly"Neil Hanson is that rare beast - a popular historian who never talks down to his readers. Clearly and engagingly

written, his book puts more academic historians to shame by discovering a big subject, investigating it thoroughlywritten, his book puts more academic historians to shame by discovering a big subject, investigating it thoroughly

and drawing bold but far-reaching conclusions from it." and drawing bold but far-reaching conclusions from it." Sunday TelegraphSunday Telegraph

"Using first-hand witnesses plus government war records, Hanson draws a powerful picture of the impact of these"Using first-hand witnesses plus government war records, Hanson draws a powerful picture of the impact of these

first air raids" first air raids" Time OutTime Out

"History invariably falls into two categories: academic and narrative...To marry the two is a rare art - and it is an art"History invariably falls into two categories: academic and narrative...To marry the two is a rare art - and it is an art

Neil Hanson has mastered...This is a compelling story compellingly told...Gripping" Neil Hanson has mastered...This is a compelling story compellingly told...Gripping" Navy NewsNavy News

Neil HansonNeil Hanson has worked as a holiday-camp redcoat, run several art and photography galleries, travelled around the

world twice, edited the Good Beer Guide and a sports newspaper, owned the highest pub in Britain, written for every

British national newspaper and for media throughout the world. He has also written thirty books, some under his

own name and others under various noms de plume.

He now lives in the Yorkshire Dales with his partner, Lynn, and children, Jack and Drew.

Amazon.com ReviewAmazon.com Review

What would you do to survive if you were adrift at sea, without food or water, and slowly starving to death?

In 1884, Captain Tom Dudley and his three-man crew were faced with just such a predicament. Dudley and his men

were aboard the Mignonette, a small yacht they were delivering from England to Australia. Hit by a rogue wave in a

storm, the Mignonette sank, leaving the four men in a 13-foot dinghy with two pounds of turnips and little else--no

other food and no water--in the middle of the Atlantic. After nearly two weeks, Dudley announced they would have

to resort to "the custom of the sea": drawing lots to decide who would be sacrificed and eaten to save the others. Two

crewmen argued against lots, pointing out that the young cabin boy, Richard Parker, was delirious and on the verge

of death. Dudley refused to kill the boy, and a few more days passed. Finally, on the 19th day adrift, Dudley killed

young Parker while his crew watched. Three days later, the three survivors were rescued. Upon their return to

England the three men were arrested and charged with murder.

Neil Hanson tells the story of the Mignonette and its crew in Custom of the Sea. At its best, the book reads like an
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adventure story along the lines of The Perfect Storm or Endurance. The story lags a bit when the survivors get

entangled in the Victorian court and penal system--which is understandably a bit less gripping than the shipwreck

and its ensuing survival cannibalism. It does, however, provide a fascinating window into the legal system and the

power of the press in influencing public opinion.

Captain Simonsen of the Moctezuma, having rescued the Mignonette survivors, realized what they had done and

tried to comfort Dudley by saying, "Desperate straits require desperate measures." Custom of the Sea does an

excellent job of putting readers in a position to wonder if they too would take such desperate measures. --Sunny
Delaney
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